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Abstract: Emission inventories (EIs) are vital for air quality modeling. Specific research goals often
require modifying EIs from diverse data sources, demanding significant code development. In this
study, we utilized and further developed the High Elective Resolution Modeling Emission System
version three for Global and Regional domains (HERMESv3_gr). This user-friendly processing
system was adapted for generating EIs compatible with the Chemistry Transport Model Tracel
Model 5 Massive Parallel (TM5-MP). The results indicate that HERMESv3_gr is capable of generating
EIs with negligible biases (10−7 relative differences) for TM5-MP, showcasing its effectiveness. We
applied HERMESv3_gr to integrate the EI Regional Emission inventory in Asia (REAS) into the
global EI Community Emission Data System (CEDS). Comparison of model results using CEDS
alone and the integrated EI against measurement data for various pollutants globally revealed small
improvements for carbon monoxide (1%) ethane (1–2%), and nitrogen oxide (2%) and larger for
propane (5–7%). Ozone in the northern hemisphere improved by about 2% while in the southern
hemisphere improvements of 5% could be observed. Our findings highlight the importance of
carefully considering the effects of EI integration for accurate air quality modeling.

Keywords: global CTM; emission preprocessor; air quality modeling; emission inventories

1. Introduction

Once emitted into the atmosphere, trace gases and aerosols can further react and be
transported, leading to the aggravation of air quality. Thus, in order to properly simulate
the processes relative to air pollution, it is first required to accurately describe the amount
and variations of pollutant emissions. Emission Inventories (EIs), which provide gridded
estimates of pollutant fluxes, are one of the key inputs for Chemical Transport Models
(CTMs). Typically, bottom-up EIs are used in the simulations, in which the emissions from
various emission sectors are quantified based on activity levels and emission factors [1].
Activity levels indicate the intensity of activities relative to pollutant emissions, such as
the combustion of fuels, the production of industrial products and the lengths of traffic
connections, and they are normally derived from official statistics. Emission factors describe
the amounts of specific pollutant emissions corresponding to a single-unit activity level,
and are often determined by measurements [1].

The need to obtain estimates of activity levels and emission factors becomes particu-
larly pronounced in regions where official information is limited or nonexistent, thereby
introducing uncertainties [2]. The disparities in available data, combined with the methodol-
ogy employed for dataset construction, result in discrepancies between global and regional
or local (e.g., national) emission datasets [2]. Consequently, a comparative analysis of global
and regional datasets is useful.

One way to compare and possibly improve global emission estimates is to use regional
or national datasets to update the global fields, which can be used in CTMs. Regional
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datasets often offer greater accuracy than their global counterparts, benefiting from collab-
oration with local authorities and reliance on official local reports. However, processing
these EIs to be used in the CTMs, as well as modifying those to suit the scientific questions
asked, or integrating regional EIs into global ones in a so-called emission mosaic often
requires massive programming effort.

An approach to simplify the creation of emission mosaics involves the use of an
emission inventory preprocessor. Such a tool functions by taking original data from
various inventories as input and processing them into the format and spatio-temporal
resolution that align with the requirements of the CTM. More advanced preprocessors are
also capable of modifying the emissions in user-defined emission scenarios (e.g., when
potential mitigation strategies are applied for specific regions and/or emission sectors).
One such preprocessor designed for both regional and global models is the High Elective
Resolution Modeling Emission System version three for Global and Regional domains
(HERMESv3_gr; hereafter referred to as HERMES) [3]. The tool can further apply global or
regional scaling factors to the emission data directly during the preprocessing, enabling
users to adjust emissions corresponding to specific desired scenarios.

In this study, HERMES undergoes further development to facilitate use with Chemistry
Transport Models (CTMs) such as the Tracer Model 5 in its massively parallel version (TM5-
MP) [4–7]. TM5-MP is a state-of-the-art CTM that has been used in numerous studies,
covering a wide range of applications. For instance, TM5-MP is employed in the retrieval
of data from satellite instruments such as the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) or the
TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) as described by Williams et al. [6].
Furthermore, TM5-MP serves as a fundamental chemistry and transport component of the
earth system model EC-Earth3 [8]. TM5-MP also finds extensive use in aerosol studies,
more recently in the work of Tang et al. [9] and Zhou et al. [10].

To improve the usability even more and make the emission handling easier, we mod-
ified the TM5-MP CTM to enable the use of, potentially modified, EI files produced by
HERMES instead of the original EI files and, reciprocally, adapted HERMES to provide data
suitable for the TM5-MP. To assess the validity of the above modifications, the internally
processed emissions in TM5-MP read from the original EIs and ones harmonized by HER-
MES were compared, to ensure no additional bias is introduced during the preprocessing
step. More explanation about this comparison can be found in Section 3.3.

The novel integration of the HERMES emission preprocessor into the CTM TM5-
MP represents a significant advancement in emission handling, broadening the scope of
potential applications. The new scheme offers the flexibility to adjust emissions using
country-specific factors. Additionally, integrating new global and regional Emission In-
ventories (EIs) into the model is simplified with TM5-MP-HERMES, further enhancing its
versatility and adaptability. To highlight this advantages, we integrated an Asian EI, the
Regional Emission inventory in ASia (REAS) v3.2.1 [11,12], into a global EI, the Community
Emission Data System (CEDS) [13]. This specific emission substitution was chosen to
(i) showcase the capabilities of the newly developed coupled tool TM5-MP-HERMES in
easily integrating a regional emission dataset into a global one and using it to conduct
air-pollution experiments, and (ii) underscore the importance of the capability to use more
accurate local emission data when conducting air pollution experiments, especially in
regions with fast-changing regulations, like the ‘Air Pollution Action Plan’ and the ‘Air
Pollution Prevention and Control Action Plan’ of the Chinese government. Consequently,
we compared the model results of TM5-MP using the integrated EI and the original CEDS.
Ground-based observations of various pollutants (including carbon monoxide, nitrogen
dioxide, ozone, ethane, and propane) at multiple sites around the globe were used to
determine the performance of the two model results.

The remaining part of the study is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview
about the setup of the TM5-MP model as well as the used EIs preprocessor HERMES.
The steps performed to couple these two are described in Section 3. The comparison of
the modified workflow using HERMES with the original workflow without HERMES is
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presented in Section 3.3. The aforementioned proof of concept combining CEDS and REAS
is shown in Section 4. The results of this combination are presented in Section 5.

2. Model Description
2.1. TM5-MP

TM5-MP is a state-of-the-art 3D global Chemistry Transport Model (CTM) [4,6]. The
model can be driven by ERA-Interim [14] or ERA5 [15] meteorology and can be run in
a horizontal resolution of up to 1◦ latitude × 1◦ longitude, with 25 or 34 hybrid vertical
levels, up to 0.1 hPa, offering up to hourly 3D global output fields for a variety of species.
Additionally, higher temporal output can be created for individual stations. The model
provides the user with a choice of different chemical mechanisms, such as a modified
version of the CB05 mechanism, mCB05 [6], or Moguntia [7]. Several emission datasets
have been implemented and are available to choose from in TM5-MP. For anthropogenic
emissions, data from the Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Research version 4.2
(EDGAR4.2; [16]) or CEDS [13] can be used among others. For biomass burning emis-
sions, the user can choose between data from Global Fire Emissions Database version three
(GFED3; [17]) and biomass burning emissions for the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project 6 (BB4CMIP6; [18]). For natural emissions, data from the Model of Emissions of
Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN; [19]) expanded by the Monitoring Atmospheric
Composition and Climate project (MACC; [20]) can be used. Additionally, methane emis-
sions not included in aforementioned EIs come from LPJ Wetland Hydrology and Methane
(LPJ-WHyMe; [21]) as well as the Hydrogen, Methane, and Nitrous oxide (HYMN) project,
which gathers data from the work of Sanderson et al. [22], Lambert and Schmidt [23], and
Houweling et al. [24].

To determine the requirements for the developments needed to use TM5-MP and HER-
MES together and to emphasize the advantage of using an EI preprocessor, the emission
processing in the unmodified version of TM5-MP is described here. The current simplified
workflow for emission reading is shown in Figure S1 in the supplementary material. A
configuration file is used to specify the selection of EIs utilized by the model. TM5-MP
uses corresponding codes to read and process data from the selected dataset, following the
settings in this configuration file. However, incorporating new datasets or even integrating
a new or revised version of an existing dataset require the development of new code within
the model. These changes needed in the code are highlighted through gray color in the
shown flowchart (Figure S1).

Furthermore, to investigate the impact of some emissions, sensitivity simulations by
altering the concerned emissions in the EI files, or the processing of them in the model,
are needed. For this purpose, one can either temporarily alter the initial EI files, which is
not recommended due to the risk of misuse in future experiments, or apply the changes
directly in the model itself, which requires significant coding efforts. This approach has
clear disadvantages, as it necessitates the user to possess in-depth knowledge of the model
source code and the proficiency to write new code in the model’s native programming
language, solely for the purpose of incorporating and using a new emission dataset. In
light of these challenges, the coupling of the TM5-MP CTM with an emission preprocessor,
such as HERMESv3_gr, could significantly reduce the complexity in the processing of EI
files and meet different requirements of modeling studies.

2.2. The HERMESv3_gr Emission Preprocessor

HERMESv3_gr (High Elective Resolution Modeling Emission System version three
for Global and Regional domains) was developed by Guevara et al. at the Barcelona
Supercomputing Center [3]. The current version of HERMES is designed to process EI files
for the regional atmospheric chemistry models WRF-Chem [25] and CMAQ [26], and the
global atmospheric chemistry model MONARCH [27]. The emission preprocessor HERMES
provides uniform emission data based on settings written in a simple configuration file.
Users can select one or multiple different sources of EIs for each emission sector and
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apply customized vertical, temporal, and speciation profiles (e.g., for non-methane volatile
organic compounds (NMVOCs)) of pollutant emissions. Furthermore, HERMES can also
handle spatial mapping and modification of emissions in a simplified, user-friendly manner-
accomplished simply through an additional CSV-formatted file [3]. An example of a CSV
file can be found in the official documentation of HERMES [3]. The CSV file used in this
study can be found in the Supplementary Material (EI_configuration_case_study.csv).

Notably, the HERMES output file can be directly read by the model, enhancing the
simplicity of generating emission mosaics. The versatile capabilities of HERMES signifi-
cantly simplify the intricate process of emission management, making it an invaluable tool
for atmospheric modeling studies.

In detail, three essential steps are required when using HERMES to produce emission
files. These steps are depicted in the flowchart in Figure S2 in the supplementary materials
and further explained as follows:

I. Preprocessing the original emission inventories: In this step, the original data are
transformed into files with a standardized format recognized by HERMES. Besides
ensuring a uniform file structure, a standard unit of kg · m−2 · s−1 is enforced. The
emission preprocessing for HERMES is designed to be independent of the users’
specific study, making these preprocessor scripts universally usable. An exception to
this is the preprocessing of the aviation sector. While emissions data for other sectors
are generally provided only for the ground level and vertical distribution is applied
when needed, aviation emissions are provided in a three-dimensional format. Since
vertical profiles should be applied online for their use with TM5-MP, HERMES retains
the three-dimensional distribution of aviation data throughout the preprocessing,
while other target models may undergo transformation into two-dimensional format
if necessary.

II. Preparing the EI configuration file and the HERMES configuration file: By default
these two files are called EI_configuration.csv and hermes.config. In hermes.config,
users define the time periods of the target simulation, the destination model, the
spatio-temporal resolution of the final EI files and the path to the EI_configuration.csv
file to be utilized. In the EI_configuration.csv, details such as the initial species used,
the pollutants to be included in the resulting EI files, their units, and a combination
of inventories and sectors for creating EI files are provided. Each combination in-
cludes a list of the species along with identification numbers for temporal, vertical,
and speciation profiles to be applied. These profiles can be customized in sepa-
rate files. Additionally, the (country-specific) modification factors are applied in
the EI_configuration.csv for each inventory–sector combination, facilitating sensitiv-
ity studies or creating emission mosaics by adding certain regions by using spatial
mapping. This process is elaborated upon in a dedicated section discussing the
combination of CEDS and REAS datasets.

III. Running HERMES: This step involves generating the required netCDF emission
files by adding up emissions from all inventory–sector combinations given in the
EI_configuration.csv. This file can now directly be used by the target model.

3. Coupling TM5-MP and HERMES
3.1. Development of the TM5-MP-HERMES System

To couple the TM5-MP model with the HERMES emissions preprocessor, further
development is needed to achieve two main objectives:

(a) enable HERMES to generate standard EI files with user-defined, flexible setups for
the TM5-MP model;

(b) to enable simulations of TM5-MP with these EI files.

The details of the development are described in the text below.
Firstly, we customized the HERMES configuration files (hermes.conf) to enable them

to be used for the creation of EI files suitable for TM5-MP. In this context we extended the
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possible target models to choose in the hermes.conf with the choice of TM5-MP. Additionally
the user now can choose ‘global_tm5’ as a domain type. For the use with TM5-MP the user
is expected to run HERMES with an output resolution of 1◦ × 1◦.

As described in Section 2.2 Step 2, all inventory–sector combinations listed in the
EI_configuration.csv are added into one EI file. Since TM5-MP needs sectoral EI files,
HERMES is run once per sector. For this, HERMES was edited in a way to allow simultane-
ous runs.

We also updated the emission reading of the TM5-MP model. The existing method,
described in Section 2.1 and depicted in Figure S1, was simplified as shown in Figure S3.
The model configuration file now provides the choice of whether HERMES EI files should
be used and for which emission category (anthropogenic, biomass burning, and/or natural
emission). Furthermore, the path of the HERMES produced EI files is given here. With these
set, the model uses the newly developed reading routine to read emissions from HERMES
EI files before further processing the emission in the model. Due to the harmonized EI
files, only one reading routine is needed in the model. This shifts any changes required
for creating emission scenarios to the model configuration file, and the HERMES and
EI configuration files. New or revised EIs can be included more easily by writing a
preprocessing script of these files for use with HERMES instead of including a new reading
routine directly in the model. For cases where HERMES data should not be used, backward
compatibility is maintained, allowing the model to revert to the original workflow, reading
the original emission data directly.

3.2. Users Workflow of the TM5-MP-HERMES System

With these developments, HERMES and TM5-MP can now be used together. For the
user this results in the workflow shown in Figure 1. Steps 1–3 were already explained in
detail in Section 2.2 and summarized as follows:

1. Processing original EI files;
2. Preparing the EI configuration file and the HERMES configuration file;
3. Running HERMES for each emission sector.

And expanded by the steps to be conducted in TM5-MP, namely the following:

4. Prepare model configuration files including newly added HERMES section;
5. Running TM5-MP.

3.3. Comparison to Old Workflow
3.3.1. Validation of Emission Amounts

To verify the quantities of pollutant emissions used in the newly developed TM5-MP-
HERMES workflow, they were compared with the emissions used in the old workflow. For
this comparison, the so-called emission budgets were used, which provide the emissions
used during the simulation period. Both workflows should ideally generate identical
pollutant emissions, resulting in equivalent emission budgets. Such a comparison allows the
identification of any disparities in how the TM5-MP-HERMES system quantifies emissions
of pollutants. Here, we utilize the relative difference, as defined by Equation (1) to assess
any disparities. Emissions quantified through the old workflow are labeled ‘original’, while
those processed through the new workflow are labeled ‘HERMES’.

rel.diff. =
original − HERMES

original
. (1)

For the validation of emissions the first day of January 2016 was simulated. An-
thropogenic emission data from CEDS, biomass burning data from GFED3, and natural
emission data from MEGAN-MACC, LPJ_WHyMe and HYMN were used. Discrepancies
were examined for all available species and are shown as examples for carbon monoxide
(CO) in Figure 2. Figure 2 illustrates the relative differences between near-ground CO
emissions in the two modeling results.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the workflow of HERMES (green) together with TM5-MP (blue)
and the output files (gray). The numbers 1–5 indicate the five steps performed (compare Section 3.2).

Figure 2. Relative differences between carbon monoxide (CO) emissions quantified through the
TM5-MP-HERMES system and the original workflow (without HERMES).
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The comparison indicates an overall negligible difference typically on the order of
10−7, without significant spatial patterns. The noise-like variations in relative difference
likely stem from the intermediate file-saving process at a resolution of 1◦ × 1◦ (longitude
× latitude), the finest resolution at which TM5-MP can run. The regridding to a resolution
of 3◦ × 2◦ or 6◦ × 4◦ is performed later in TM5-MP itself. In the original workflow,
both regridding steps are performed during runtime, without intermediate saving. This
intermediate saving step may contribute to the observed noise-like differences.

The patterns of relative differences for emissions of most other species are similar to
those of CO, appearing as noise-like variations (see Figures S4–S7 for ethane, propane, and
nitrogen oxide). The only exception is methane (CH4), as illustrated in Figure 3. For CH4,
these patterns occur exclusively over land. The absence of these patterns over oceans can
be attributed to the usage of HYMN data for ocean emissions. The HYMN dataset, which
is available in 1◦ × 1◦ resolution, does not undergo resolution changes in HERMES, thus
avoiding differences due to intermediate file-saving or slight discrepancies in regridding.

Figure 3. Differences between the resulting CH4 budgets using the ‘original’ workflow (without the
use of HERMES) and ‘HERMES’ workflow (with emission prepared through HERMES) relative to
the results of the ‘original’ workflow.

3.3.2. Comparison of Computational Costs

To assess the computational costs of the newly implemented modifications, we ana-
lyzed the run times of two simulations: one with HERMES-produced data and one without.
Both simulations utilized the setups described in Section 3.3.1, with the only difference
being the extension of the simulation period to the full year of 2016. The simulations were
conducted on the same system with identical settings.

In total, the run using HERMES took around 28 CPU minutes longer (corresponding
to 0.5% of the total CPU run time) than the run without HERMES. Using 225 CPUs, which
is the recommended amount of CPUs used for this resolution (3◦ × 2◦) on this system
(Aether HPC, details shown in S2 in the Supplementary Material), this leads to an increase
of roughly 8 s per CPU and per month. However, it should be noted that additional time is
needed for preprocessing the emission files through HERMES. This preprocessing adds
approximately 30 min to the runtime for 1 year of data. This runtime of this process is
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highly dependent on factors such as the number of species and inventories prepared for the
simulation, and the original horizontal resolution of the emission inventory. For example,
preparing one year of LPJ data, which involves only one species (CH4), takes less than two
minutes, whereas preparing 3D aircraft emission data from CEDS takes up to three hours
per year.

Since the emission file preparation is separate from the main model run, running
HERMES is necessary only once per case study. The emission files produced can then be
reused in multiple simulations, offering an efficient and reusable workflow.

4. Case Study: EI Integration Using TM5-MP-HERMES and Model Setups

As mentioned earlier, emission preprocessors like HERMES offer a user-friendly
and flexible platform for generating required EI files without extensive coding efforts.
Therefore, it also enables easy integration of regional EIs into global ones, potentially
leading to improved modeling performance over pollutant levels, as discussed in Section 1.
In this study, we utilized the TM5-MP-HERMES system to integrate the REAS inventory
into CEDS. We then compared the performance driven by this integrated anthropogenic EI
with that of the initial CEDS inventory. This section provides the details of this case study,
including the initial emission datasets and sectoral mapping between them, the creation of
speciation profiles of non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs) emissions, and
the setup of TM5-MP simulations and measurement data used for validation.

4.1. Initial Emission Datasets

In this case study, we utilized both the global EI CEDS and the regional EI REAS.
CEDS provides historical emissions for the years 1750–2014, while REAS covers the years
1950–2015. Therefore, emission data from January 2012 until December 2014 were em-
ployed for both datasets. While all necessary steps for utilizing CEDS with HERMES have
been completed beforehand (see Steps 1 and 2 in Section 2.2), these steps still need to be
performed for REAS.

For this study, REASv3.2.1 data in gridded form were used. As a regional EI, it only
contains emissions from countries within South, East- and Southeast Asia. To enable its use
with HERMES, the EI is first introduced into an empty global grid. An example is shown
for CO emissions from the industry sector in January 2012 in Figure 4. This step is part of
Step 1, described in Section 2.2.

Figure 4. Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions (kg · m−2 · s−1) from REAS in the industry sector for
January 2012.
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The unit transformation, mentioned in Step 1, is also applied to the REAS EI. To convert
the provided data from units of kg · s−1 to kg · m−2 · s−1, knowledge of the grid cell area
is required. However, the grid cell area of the REAS EI is not provided with the data. To
address this, and considering that the REAS data are on a regular latitude–longitude grid
with 0.5◦ × 0.5◦, the grid cell area from the similarly gridded CMIP6 biomass burning data
was used.

During the processing from HERMES into EIs usable in TM5-MP, another unit trans-
formation into kg · month−1 is performed (Step 2 in Section 2.2). Since the same grid cell
areas are used in both transformations, the grid cell area cancels out.

With this methodology, the prepared emission data from REAS can now be used in
HERMES for TM5-MP.

4.2. Sectoral Mapping between Two Inventories

The proper integration of REAS into CEDS using HERMES is controlled through its
EI_configuation file, which specifies the emission sectors and species from both datasets
that should be processed. To avoid double-counting of emissions in locations where data
from both datasets are available, the ‘regrid mask’ option is employed. By using alpha-3
country codes, the emissions of a country can be enabled or disabled per inventory–sector
combination. This way, during the construction of the EI_configuration file a double
counting of emission can be prevented.

REAS and CEDS have different types of emission sectors. In order to integrate these
two EIs, sectoral mapping is needed based on a standard definition of emission sector
used in CMIP6 (same as that in CEDS). For each REAS sector the corresponding CMIP6
(sub-)sector was identified. When needed, multiple sub-sectors were added into the
corresponding parent-sector, which is also used in TM5-MP. In cases were the CMIP6
parent-sector was not able to be reconstructed from REAS data alone due to missing sub-
sectors or missing emissions in general. The CEDS emission sector was used instead. An
example of this is the energy sector, where it could not be ensured that the REAS sector
‘Power Plant’ is equivalent to the CMIP6 energy sector. Since the provided sectors for REAS
are dependent on the species, the sector mapping is dependent on this, too. The complete
used sector mapping is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. CMIP6 and REAS sector mapping.

Sector CEDS Sector REAS
SO2, NOx,
CO, PM10,
PM2.5, BC,

and OC

NH3 NMVOC

Agriculture – Manure Management, Fertilizer,
Latrines

–

Energy –
Industry Industry

Residential, Commercial, Other Domestic
Shipping – – –
Transport Road Transport, Other Transport

Waste – – Waste
Solvents – – Solvents
Aircraft – – –

4.3. Speciation Profile

The speciation profile set in the EI-configuration file serves as an indicator for HERMES,
dictating which profile to use for transferring the provided species from the initial EI into
pollutants used in the CTM. This process depends on the chemical mechanism employed.
For datasets like CEDS and other datasets used previously, the speciation was translated
from internal source files of TM5-MP into speciation profiles compatible with HERMES.
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The speciation profile is also used to select which pollutants should be provided from
which inventory–sector combination, enabling the use of different inventories per sector
and region depending on the pollutant. This way, the agriculture sector can use REAS data
for ammonia in the REAS-regions, while using CEDS data for all other pollutants.

For REAS, only the speciation of NMVOCs is needed for the use with the mCB05
chemical mechanism of the TM5-MP model. However, REAS pollutants were not provided
in the commonly used 25 different VOCs defined by the Global Emission InitiAtive (GEIA),
for which a mapping into CB05 species already exists in the TM5-MP model, aligning with
the speciation used for CEDS data. Additionally, conversion factors or molecular weights
for the REAS species were not provided.

Therefore, a third dataset, the emission mosaic of the ‘Task Force on Hemispheric
Transport of Air Pollution’, the HTAPv3 [28], was used to create a speciation profile.
HTAPv3 is an emission mosaic that also utilizes the REAS dataset for the corresponding
region of East, South and Southeast Asia. HTAPv3 provides a speciation profile for the
aforementioned 25 GEIA VOCs. With the assistance of this speciation profile, the NMVOC
pollutants provided in REAS were converted into 25 GEIA VOCs for the relevant sectors.
For final mapping into pollutants needed in TM5-MP, the same conversion as for the CEDS
dataset is used.

4.4. Experimental Setup

To investigate the effect of integrating a regional EI into a global one, the newly
developed TM5-MP-HERMES system was used. Anthropogenic emissions from REAS were
integrated into CEDS with the help of HERMES (referred to as ‘with REAS’ from now on),
and CEDS alone (referred to as ‘without REAS’ from now on) was also prepared through
HERMES, and then used in the TM5-MP CTM. For biomass-burning and natural emissions,
the ‘old’ workflow was used using the same emissions, as described in Section 3.3, expanded
by data from MACC. For the simulations of TM5-MP, the CTM was driven by ERA-Interim
meteorology and using the mCB05 chemical mechanism on a horizontal resolution of 3° × 2°
degrees (longitude × latitude) and 25 hybrid vertical levels. The relatively coarse resolution
is a compromise between computational time needed for the simulation and the horizontal
resolution necessary to be able to observe the effect of the usage of different emission
inventories. Both simulations were used to produce monthly mean output concentrations
from January 2012 to December 2014, with the first year used as spin-up.

The updated TM5-MP, along with the modified HERMES codes used in this work,
can be accessed online [29]. Additionally, the emission files produced by HERMES for this
study, aggregated over all sectors, are also available online for specified species (CO, NOx,
C2H6, and C3H8) [30]. Per-sector files for all species can be provided upon request.

4.5. Measurement Data Used in Validations

In order to validate the model results, ground-based measurements of pollutant mixing
ratios at multiple sites all over the world were used. Specifically, measurements for carbon
monoxide (CO), ozone (O3), ethane (C2H6), propane (C3H8), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
were used. The sources of the measurement data are mostly regional and national air
quality monitoring networks, of which the details can be found in Section S3.1 of the
Supplementary Materials. The locations of the measurement sites for each species are
displayed in Supplementary Figures S7–S10.

For comparison with the model, monthly mean data are needed. For this purpose, it is
required to calculate their monthly average of the measurements data that were provided
in either hourly or daily temporal resolution. The hourly initial data were averaged first to
daily, then to monthly. From the daily initial data, the corresponding monthly data was
directly calculated. If over one-third of the hourly data in a day or over one-third of the
daily data in a month are missing, these data would be discarded from the comparisons.
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5. Case Study: Results and Discussion

To evaluate the model performance driven by the integrated EIs and the initial CEDS,
we compared the simulated mixing ratios of CO, C2H6, C3H8, NO2 and O3, in both simula-
tions with and without REAS to near-ground measurements. These species were selected to
assess the changes in concentrations resulting either directly from the replacement of CEDS
by REAS in part of Asia (CO and NO2), or indirectly (O3). Additionally, we examined
whether the use of REAS data could improve the agreement of the simulated concentrations
of two VOCs (C2H6 and C3H8) that were underestimated in the past [7].

5.1. Carbon Monoxide

CO is a primary pollutant with emissions as its main sources in the atmosphere.
For its emissions in South, East and Southeast Asia, REAS exhibits, averaged over the
years 2012–2014, were around 0.03% higher CO emissions than CEDS for the same region.
Figure S11(left) in the Supplementary Materials shows that the relative differences in CO
emissions between CEDS and REAS are not evenly distributed. Specifically, CEDS gives
higher emissions for western China, whereas REAS gives significantly higher emissions
for Mongolia. REAS also shows mainly higher emissions in eastern China. Furthermore,
single grid cells scattered all over Southeast Asia show significantly higher emissions in
REAS. Integrating REAS into CEDS changes both the amount and spatial distribution of
CO emissions in Asia. Thereby, the simulations by TM5-MP are likely to produce different
CO fields not only within Asia, but also globally. The resulting concentrations from the
two simulations were validated, and it was assessed whether the usage of REAS leads to
an improvement in model performance. The simulated CO mixing ratios were compared
to the measurements from (a) remote areas with flasks measurements from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and (b) measurements from various
data sources mostly located at urban/suburban places. A map of the stations’ location,
divided into remote stations and urban stations inside Asia (specifically, the REAS area) and
outside of Asia, is shown in Figure S7 in the Supplementary Materials with an overview of
the utilized data sources. The processing is described in Section 4.5.

5.1.1. Model Performance at Remote Stations

Figure 5 shows the comparison between the model results and the corresponding
measurements at remote stations. Since remote areas are less influenced by human activities,
comparisons with measurements at remote stations aim to indicate the performance of our
model in simulating the background levels of CO. The stations are split into those in the
Southern Hemisphere (SH, in red) and the Northern Hemisphere (NH, in black). Overall,
CO mixing ratios are underestimated in the NH and overestimated in the SH. The inclusion
of REAS data results in a slight increase in the modeled global mixing ratio of CO in the
NH. To quantify and compare model performance with and without REAS, four statistical
metrics were used, which include mean bias (MB), normalized mean bias (NMB), the slope,
and correlation factors between model results and observations. The formulas to quantify
these metrics can be found in Section S5.1 in the Supplementary Materials.

The statistics in Table 2 suggest slight reductions in the MB and NMB values in the
NH, along with increasing correlations between observational and modeled CO. In detail,
the MB decreases from −22 ppb(−18%) to −20 ppb(−17%). The slope is improving from
0.76 to 0.78 with the integration of REAS into CEDS and the correlation improves from 0.74
to 0.78. Thus, integrating REAS into CEDS results in a slight improvement in the model
performance for CO in the NH, particularly in remote regions. However, the mean bias
and normalized mean bias indicate that the agreement between model and measurements
remains unchanged with the implementation of REAS for the SH. Since most changes for
REAS are applied in the NH. This result meets the expectations.
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Figure 5. Comparison between monthly mean near-surface CO observations with corresponding
model results. The comparisons are separately made for stations in the Northern (NH, in black) and
Southern Hemisphere (SH, in red). The results in the simulation without and with REAS are shown
in the panel (a) and (b), respectively. In both plots, the solid black line is the 1:1 line, while the dashed
lines are the 1:2 and 2:1 lines.

Table 2. Statistics for the model performance of CO in comparison to measurements at remote stations.

Without REAS With REAS
NH SH NH SH

MB (ppb) −22 ± 28 14 ± 13 −20 ± 26 14 ± 13
NMB −0.18 ± 0.23 0.23 ± 0.21 −0.17 ± 0.21 0.23 ± 0.21
slope 0.76 0.90 0.78 0.78

r² 0.74 0.82 0.78 0.78

5.1.2. Model Performance at Urban Stations

In addition to the evaluation of model performance at remote stations, we also con-
ducted comparisons between simulated CO mixing ratios with measurements in urban
areas. Since urban CO is mainly due to high local emissions, model performance at urban
stations could directly indicate the accuracy of CO emissions in EIs. To investigate the
influence of EI integration, we separately evaluated the model performance of CO in and
outside of Asia. The results are presented in Figure 6 while the statistics are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Statistics for the model performance of CO in comparison to measurements at mostly
urban stations.

Without REAS With REAS
Asia Outside Asia Asia Outside Asia

MB (ppb) −684 ± 995 −184 ± 226 −678 ± 999 −183 ± 226
NMB −0.72 ± 1.05 −0.62 ± 0.76 −0.71 ± 1.05 −0.62 ± 0.76
slope 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.02

r2 0.30 0.23 0.28 0.22

Results show that the TM5-MP model underestimates CO mixing ratios in urban
regions both within and outside of Asia by over 50%. It should be noted that the spatial
resolution selected for these simulations is only 3◦ × 2◦, which is too coarse to properly
describe the urban scale emission activities, transport, and other atmospheric processes.
Hence, in order to improve model performance of CO at urban stations, spatially finer
simulations are needed. Regardless of this limitation, the difference in model performance
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for urban CO in the two cases suggests improvement by using the integrated EIs, especially
in the highly populated areas of Asia. The reduced underestimation of CO in urban regions
is also represented by the improved MB and NMB. With REAS, the bias (NMB) changes
from −684 ppb (−72%) to −678 ppb (−71%) at urban sites within Asia, and from −184 ppb
(−62%) to −183 ppb (−62%) outside of Asia.

Figure 6. Comparison between modeled and measured surface CO mixing ratio. The four panels
present the comparisons inside (a,b) and outside (c,d) Asia for model runs with (b,d) and without
(a,c) REAS. In all plots, the solid black line is the 1:1 line, while the dashed lines are the 1:5, 1:2, 2:1,
and 5:1 lines.

Overall, it is evident that the agreement between the model and measurements of CO
is poor at urban stations both inside and outside Asia. The correlation between model
results and measurements of CO at urban stations is noticeably worse compared to the
one at remote stations. While the MB improves slightly with the use of REAS data, the
correlation slightly worsens (r2 = 0.30 compared to r2 = 0.28 in Asia and r2 = 0.23 compared
to r2 = 0.22 outside Asia). The slope is in all cases already very close to zero (0.03–0.05) so
that any changes, if present, are not significant.

The model produced CO mixing ratio, both at remote and urban stations, is slightly
affected by the integration of REAS data. The bias in all cases outside of the SH is improving;
however, these improvements are still within the uncertainties. Nonetheless, it appears that
the inclusion of a regional dataset as REAS can improve the model performance for CO.
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5.2. Ethane and Propane

The same analysis as for CO was performed for ethane (C2H6) and propane (C3H8).
The levels of these two VOCs were largely underestimated in previous modeling studies
using TM5-MP [7]. Since both VOCs are introduced in the atmosphere primarily due to
direct emissions, we investigated if an increase in VOC emissions in East Asia improves the
agreement between observed and modeled C2H6 and C3H8. We used flask measurements
of C2H6 and C3H8 by NOAA for the comparisons. The locations of the used stations are
shown in Figure S8 in the Supplementary Materials.

Figure 7 shows the comparison between measured and simulated monthly-mean
surface concentrations of C2H6 at remote stations. When driven by the initial CEDS EI,
a clear underestimation of C2H6 levels can be found in the NH, while the simulated
results in the SH are overall acceptable (Figure 7a). The integration of REAS into CEDS
leads to slightly higher C2H6 concentrations in the NH in the simulations, indicating an
improvement in the model’s overall performance for simulating C2H6 (Figure 7b). Statistics
listed in Table 4 indicate that after integration of REAS, the mean bias of C2H6 mixing
ratios in the NH decreases from −1151 ppt to −1140 ppt, or from −69% to −68% expressed
as a percentage. In the SH, higher C2H6 emissions by the integration of REAS leads to
increasing mixing ratios of C2H6 and thereby higher overestimation of C2H6 (30 ppb (8%)
compared to 37 ppb (10%)). The correlation decreases for the NH (0.48 to 0.44) and does not
change at all for the SH (0.60) with the inclusion of REAS data into CEDS. The slope in the
NH is the same in both cases (0.06), with and without REAS, while a marginal improvement
for the SH is visible (0.45 to 0.46).

Figure 7. Comparison between the measured and modeled monthly-mean near-surface concentra-
tions of ethane (C2H6). The results were split in stations in the Northern Hemisphere (NH, in black),
and the Southern Hemisphere (SH, in red). The results in the simulation without and with REAS are
shown in the panel (a) and (b), respectively. The solid black line is the 1:1 line, while the dashed lines
are the 1:5, 1:2, 2:1, and 5:1 lines.

The slope estimated for the NH is highly impacted by model results of C2H6 in the
Southern Great Plains, USA. The modeled mixing ratios at this station are strongly underes-
timated compared to observations by almost one order of magnitude. High values of C2H6
mixing ratios indicate strong nearby emissions, not being resolved in either the coarse
modeling resolution of 3◦ × 2◦ or already the anthropogenic EI files. A further analysis
with higher horizontal resolution combined with more spatially spread measurements in
that region would give more insight.
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Table 4. Statistics for C2H6 with and without REAS for the SH and NH.

Without REAS With REAS
NH SH NH SH

BIAS (ppt) −1151 ± 1662 30 ±−396 −1140 ± 1625 37 ± 399
NMB −0.69 ± 0.97 0.08 ± 1.10 −0.68 ± 0.97 0.10 ± 1.10
slope 0.06 0.45 0.06 0.46

r2 0.48 0.60 0.44 0.60

For C3H8, a similar improvement of model performance by integrating REAS as C2H6
can also be found (Figure S13 and Table S1). The bias of C3H8 mixing ratios reduces from
−1543 ± 1672 ppt to −1464 ± 1676 ppt in the NH. In the SH, the slope improves from 0.14
to 0.25 with the use of REAS.

Overall, these results show that the inclusion of REAS yields, as observed for CO,
only small changes of the model performance of C2H6 and C3H8 at remote stations. As for
CO the main reason for this is the large distance of the introduced changes in Asia to the
positions of the remote stations.

5.3. Nitrogen Dioxide

Another important pollutant in terms of air quality is nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Sim-
ilar to previous evaluations of model performance, modeled NO2 was also compared to
measurements at various urban stations worldwide. The location of these stations and
the dataset sources are presented in the Supplementary Materials, Section S3. NO2 atmo-
spheric levels are closely linked to nearby emissions due to the short lifetime of 2 to 8 h for
NOx [31]. Therefore, to examine the influence of EI integration on NO2 simulations, model
performance at sites within and outside of Asia is separately discussed in this section.

Figure 8 shows the comparison between measured and modeled surface mixing ratios
of NO2. We found that overall, our model underestimates NO2. At some sites, the simulated
levels of NO2 are underestimated by up to one order of magnitude. This underestimation
can be explained mainly by the coarse model resolution in combination with often very
localized NOx sources. This also leads to comparable small impacts of the integrated EI on
global, monthly NO2 mixing ratios.

For stations within Asia, the analysis reveals that locations having a higher mixing
ratio of NO2 are better represented by the model compared to those with lower mixing
ratios. With the use of REAS data, the scatter plot reveals a division into two distinct
clusters, indicating that some stations are affected more by changes in emissions than
others. Contrary to what was observed for CO, the existing underestimation is slightly
amplified for NO2. This stems from the fact that the NOx emissions provided from REAS
are, averaged over the REAS region from 2012 to 2014, lower by −0.43% than those provided
by CEDS. This can be seen in the relative differences between REAS and CEDS, discussed
in Section S4 of the Supplementary Materials.

The reduction in NOx input emissions may contribute to a further decrease in modeled
NO2 when using REAS instead of CEDS. Additionally, the split observed in the scatter plot
upon the introduction of REAS data can be attributed to the relative difference in emissions
between REAS and CEDS. Specifically, while emissions in China appear to be mostly higher
in REAS, in India NO2 emissions from REAS are smaller.

Overall, using REAS data enhances the model’s underestimation at stations in Asia by
2%, while the model performance remains consistent with and without REAS for stations
outside Asia, which is expected due to the short lifetime of NOx. Moreover, the slope
and correlation metrics do only show minimal improvement with the use of REAS. The
summarized statistics can be found in the Supplementary Materials, Table S2.
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Figure 8. Comparison between modeled at measured surface NO2 mixing ratio. Shown are compar-
isons inside (a,b) and outside (c,d) Asia for model runs with (b,d) and without (a,c) REAS. In all plots,
the solid black line is the 1:1 line, while the dashed lines are the 1:5, 1:2, 2:1 and 5:1 lines.

5.4. Ozone

The last species evaluated against measurements in this study is ozone (O3). In contrast
to the other species examined earlier, which are primary pollutants directly emitted into
the atmosphere, ozone is a secondary pollutant, produced from its precursors (mainly
NOx, VOCs and CO) through complex non-linear photochemistry in the troposphere.
Therefore, changes in emissions due to the integration of REAS can also lead to changes in
the simulated ozone quantities.

Figure 9 illustrates the comparison between modeled and measured surface-level
ozone mixing ratios at urban stations. The locations of the stations are shown in Figure S10
in the Supplementary Materials. Stations were categorized into those inside Asia and,
therefore, close to the introduced changes, and those outside Asia. The use of REAS leads
to increased overestimation of O3 in the model, that can be attributed to the amplified
underestimation of NO2. Past observations have shown that China’s Clean Air Action Plan,
aimed at effectively mitigating NOx emissions, led to an increase in ozone pollution when
VOCs emissions were not concurrently reduced [32,33]. This was also observed during
COVID-19 lockdowns in China [34]. This increase in ozone is also noticeable for stations
outside Asia, although to a lesser extent.
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Figure 9. Comparison between modeled and measured surface O3 mixing ratio. The four panels
present the comparisons inside (a,b) and outside (c,d) Asia for model runs with (b,d) and without
(a,c) REAS. In all plots, the solid black line is the 1:1 line, while the dashed lines are the 1:5, 1:2, 2:1,
and 5:1 lines.

Inside Asia, the MB of the levels of ozone changed from 15 ppb (54%) to 17 ppb (59%)
with the integration of REAS into CEDS. For stations outside Asia and, therefore, more
distant to the introduced changes, a decrease from 14 ppb (50%) to 13 ppb (48%) is observed.
Furthermore, the slope and correlation in all cases is only affected slightly. The detailed
statistics can be found in Table S3 in the Supplementary Materials.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper, we introduced the coupling of the TM5-MP CTM to the emission prepro-
cessor HERMES, offering enhanced capabilities for users to manipulate emission datasets.
The integration of HERMES facilitates the seamless substitution of global emission data
with regional datasets, opening avenues for diverse emission scenarios. We demonstrated
this capability by combining the global dataset CEDS with the regional emission dataset
for Asia, REAS.

To achieve this integration, we developed a preprocessor for HERMES compatible with
the REAS dataset, established speciation profiles for each sector and dataset, and configured
an integrated EI using spatial masks in a simple CSV file. The combined emission data
were then used to run TM5-MP from 1 January 2012 until 31 December 2014, excluding
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the first year as spin-up. Subsequent comparisons with measurements aimed to discern
changes in global air quality resulting from the updated input emissions.

For carbon monoxide, we observed an slight improvement in the modeled mixing
ratios at remote stations with the use of REAS. However, for stations closer to densely
populated areas, a marginal decrease in bias was observed, while the slope and Pearson
correlation of the linear fit were slightly worsened. This can be attributed to the relatively
coarse model resolution of 3◦ × 2◦.

The underestimation of ethane was mitigated for remote stations in the Northern
Hemisphere with the implementation of REAS data, while the Southern Hemisphere
experienced an augmentation to the existing overestimation.

Nitrogen dioxide analysis revealed a contrary pattern, where the existing underesti-
mation at urban stations in Asia decreased with REAS data due to lower NOx emissions
compared to CEDS. The reduction in NO2 in the Asian region led to an increase in the
overestimation of ozone, aligning with observations of ozone rise during NOx reductions
in China, such as those observed during COVID19 lockdowns.

In summary, our findings highlight the slight positive impact of REAS data on model
performance, particularly for remote stations. The resolution of 3◦ × 2◦, however, proved
insufficient to capture small, highly polluted areas in urban settings.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/atmos15040469/s1, Figure S1: Flowchart for TM5-MP; Figure S2:
Flowchart for HERMES; Figure S3: Flowchart for TM5-MP with new workflow; Figure S4: Differences
between the resulting C2H6 budgets using the ‘original’ workflow (without the use of HERMES)
and ‘HERMES’ workflow (with emission prepared through HERMES) relative to the results of the
‘original’ workflow; Figure S5: Differences between the resulting C3H8 budgets using the ‘original’
workflow (without the use of HERMES) and ‘HERMES’ workflow (with emission prepared through
HERMES) relative to the results of the ‘original’ workflow; Figure S6: Differences between the
resulting NOx budgets using the ‘original’ workflow (without the use of HERMES) and ‘HERMES’
workflow (with emission prepared through HERMES) relative to the results of the ‘original’ workflow;
Figure S7: Location of CO measurement stations used for validation. Orange dots are representing
NOAA stations (‘remote’), while blue dots are showing stations closer to polluted regions; Figure S8:
Location of C2H6 and C3H8 NOAA measurement stations used for validation; Figure S9: Location
of stations used for validation with NO2 measurement data; Figure S10: Location of stations used
for validation with O3 measurements; Figure S11: Relative difference between REAS and CEDS for
CO and NO2, averaged over the year 2012–2014; Figure S12: Relative difference between REAS and
CEDS for C2H6 and C3H8, averaged over the year 2012–2014; Figure S13: Comparison between
the measured and modeled monthly-mean near-surface concentrations of ethane (C3H8); Table S1:
Sources of Measurements used; Table S2: Statistics for the model performance of C3H8 in comparison
to measurements at remote stations; Table S3: Statistics for the model performance of NO2 in
comparison to measurements at urban stations; Table S4: Statistics for the model performance of O3
in comparison to measurements at urban stations.
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